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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a secure cooperative com-
munications scheme for orthogonal frequency-division multiple-
access (OFDMA) cognitive radio networks (CRNs), where a
primary base station (PBS) wants to transmit information to some
distant primary users (PUs) in the presence of a set of passive
eavesdroppers. In our model, the transmission is performed in two
consecutive time slots; in the first time slot, the PBS transmits
while the secondary users (SUs) and the eavesdroppers listen. In
the second time slot, the SUs transmit while the PUs, the secondary
base station (SBS), and the eavesdroppers listen. We consider two
schemes for eavesdropping; in the first scheme, the eavesdroppers
listen to transmissions from the PBS to the SUs, and in the second
scheme, we assume that the eavesdroppers apply the maximal
ratio combining approach on the received signals in the first and
second time slots for the primary network. In the proposed model,
the SUs are allowed to use the licensed spectrum of the PUs, as long
as they help the PUs to satisfy their secrecy rate requirement. We
assume a frame-based transmission where each frame is divided
into two consecutive time slots of equal duration. In the first time
slot, the PBS transmits while the SUs and the eavesdroppers listen.
In the second time slot, the selected SUs relay the PBS informa-
tion to the distant PUs. Meanwhile, the SUs use the remaining
resources to transmit their own information to the SBS while
the eavesdroppers listen to this transmission. We formulate our
proposed schemes as an optimization problem and solve it by
dual Lagrange approach. We evaluate our proposed scheme in
various situations using simulations and show the efficiency of the
proposed scheme. An important aspect of the proposed paradigm
is that replacing the conventional average interference threshold
constraint by the primary secrecy rate constraint does not only
decrease the secondary average secrecy rate with respect to the
conventional case but can actually provide significantly higher
secondary average secrecy rate as well.

Index Terms—Average secrecy rate, cognitive radio network
(CRN), decode-and-forward (DF) relay, eavesdropping, power
allocation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivations and Related Work

Scarcity of the available spectrum makes its efficient use
very desirable. Cognitive radio [1] is an important concept,
which improves the efficiency of using the available bandwidth
by dynamically exploiting the idle spectrum and adapting its
transmission parameters [2], [3].

Cooperative cognitive radio networks (CCRNs) have at-
tracted much attention where secondary users (SUs) are al-
lowed to access the spectrum owned by primary users (PUs) for
their cooperation to PUs to enhance PUs’ transmission quality
[4]–[12]. In [4], a spectrum leasing of a primary network (PN)
to an ad hoc secondary network (SN) for the help it may receive
from the SN is considered. In their scheme, the transmission
time is divided into three phases where, in the first two phases,
the PN and the SN cooperate to improve the transmission
quality of the PN, whereas in the third phase, cooperating SUs
are allowed to access the network for their own transmission.
In [5], a cooperative scheme is proposed in which SUs help
PUs by working as amplify-and-forward (AF) relays. In their
scheme, a fraction of subcarriers are allocated for relaying the
PU’s information, and the remaining are used by the SU for
its own transmission as a reward for its cooperation. In [6],
a cooperative scheme is considered in which, using spatial
multiplexing and beamforming, the secondary base station
(SBS) works as a relay to transmit primary base station (PBS)
information to the cell-edge users while it transmits its own
information to the SUs.

In [7], a cooperative communications scenario is proposed
in which the PU leases a portion of its resources both in time
and frequency as a reward to cooperating SUs who relay the
primary information. They modeled their scheme as a noncoop-
erative game where SUs compete by controlling their transmit
power. In [8], a cooperative scenario is considered in which
the frequency band is divided into two separate bands. In one
band, the SU helps the PU by relaying its information while
the other SU uses another band to transmit its information. In
[9], a cooperative communication scenario is considered where
the SU assigns a fraction of its transmit power budget for the
primary transmission to compensate the effect of its induced
interference on the PU. The SU then applies superposition
coding to eliminate the PU’s interference. In [10], a cooperative
relay selection scheme for CRNs is proposed. In their scheme,
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several SUs exist, each of which can be a potential relay for
PUs. They considered a slotted transmission where a fraction
of time is assigned for cooperation between the PUs and the
selected SU and the remaining is assigned to the cooperating
SU for its own transmission. In [11], a cooperative scheme is
proposed in which the available subcarriers are assigned to the
SUs by the PUs for their help to improve the PUs’ communi-
cations. In their model, the transmission time is divided into
two parts where, in the first part, the SUs help the primary
system by working as relays, and as a reward, the cooperat-
ing SUs gain access to the network resources in the second
part for their own transmission. In [12] a full-duplex coop-
erative communication is proposed in which the SU helps
information transmission of the PU to be improved by working
as a decode-and-forward (DF) relay and sending the PU’s
information on some of the available subcarriers. In turn, the
cooperating SU gains access to the remaining subcarriers for its
own transmission.

As the wireless channel is a broadcast channel, the informa-
tion transmission over it can be accessed by unauthorized users.
Physical layer security [13] can be seen as an effective approach
that makes secure communications feasible in numerous ways
such as cooperative communications [14], [15] and cooperative
jamming [16]. In addition to spectral efficiency, CCRNs can
also be seen as an efficient model to improve secure com-
munications [17]–[21]. In [17], a cooperative communications
scenario with friendly jamming for secrecy rate improvement
is considered. In their model, noncooperative terminals are
tempted into cooperation with the legitimate party by producing
jamming signal and gain access to the network resources as the
reward for their help. They modeled their scheme in a game-
theoretic framework. In [18], two schemes are proposed for
spectrum access in CRNs. In the first scheme, two SUs help
the PU by working as a cooperating relay and a cooperating
jammer. As a reward, a fraction of time is allocated to the
SUs for their own transmission. In the second scheme, a set of
SUs help the PU to improve its secrecy rate via beamforming
and, as a reward, gain access to the network for a fraction
of time to transmit their own information. In [19], secure
communications with an untrusted cognitive radio is consid-
ered. An information-theoretic framework to study the situation
when this cooperation is beneficial to both PUs and SUs is
provided. In [20], a spectrum leasing scheme with the aim to
maximize the secrecy rate of the PN while satisfying the data
rate requirement of the SN is proposed. In their model, the SU
produces interference to the eavesdropper via a well-designed
beamformer. In turn, the SN is allowed to use the network
resources. In [21], a communications model is considered in
which the security of both the PU’s and SU’s transmissions is
taken into account. In their model, the cross interference from
the PU on the SU and from the SU to the PU is viewed as
helpful in improving their secrecy rate. In [22], the problem of
resource allocation in orthogonal frequency-division multiple-
access (OFDMA) two-way AF relay networks in the presence
of an eavesdropper is considered. The proposed joint resource
allocation problem aims to maximize the secrecy capacity for
legitimate sources subject to limited power budget and orthog-
onal subcarrier allocation constraints.

B. Contributions

In this paper, we consider the problem of resource allocation
in Long-Term Evolution (LTE) systems, which provides both
cognitive radio and relaying scheme capabilities. Cooperative
cognitive system can be useful for the following objectives in
LTE systems.

1) It can be used to improve the coverage and capacity in
mobile radio systems through the extension of existing
LTE/LTE-Advanced technologies.

2) It leads to innovative concepts for joint spectrum utiliza-
tion in multi-operator cellular systems. Moreover, pro-
posed schemes can provide new cognitive services within
LTE/LTEAdvanced radio systems.

3) Physical-Layer Secrecy can be used in the LTE System.

We propose a new cooperative communication scheme for
CRNs. In our model, we assume that there exists a PN in which
the PBS wants to communicate to distant PUs securely in the
presence of a set of passive eavesdroppers. In addition, there
exists an SN where SUs want to transmit information to an SBS.
However, as the PN owns the resources, the SN can gain access
to it at the expense of cooperation with the PN. More precisely,
the PN makes use of the help from the SUs, which work as
DF relays to relay PBS signals to distant PUs. As a reward,
the SUs gain access to the resources licensed by the PN, if any
remains, for their own transmission. In our scheme, we assume
that, in addition to the PN, the SN is also required to securely
communicate as the eavesdroppers listen to the information
transmission by the SUs.

We assume that the legitimate transmitters, i.e., the PBS
and the SUs, know the channel distribution information (CDI)
of the legitimate channels, i.e., channels from the PBS to the
SUs, from the SUs to the SBS, and from the SUs to the PUs.
In addition, in our proposed scheme, instead of the channel state
information (CSI) of channels from the PBS to the eavesdrop-
pers and from the SUs to the eavesdroppers, only the CDI of
these channels is available. Such an assumption is of practical
interest because the eavesdropper is passive and acquiring its
CSI is hard. On the other hand, CDI can be obtained simply
by estimating the path loss (which includes distance-dependent
attenuation and shadowing). In practice, the large-scale chan-
nel variations are slow, and their estimations are easier than
estimating the fast-fading fluctuations.1 In this paper, we use
the kernel density estimation (KDE) and its robust counterpart
[23], [24] as tools to assess the effect of CDI imperfection on
the resource-allocation performance. Although our focus in this
paper is on the effect of CDI estimation error on the perfor-
mance of average resource-allocation problems, this work can
provide grounds to analyze the effect of imperfect CDI in other
applications relying on CDI.

1Indeed, it can be assumed that the CDI for the users over a relatively
small geographical area follows the same distribution as they locate near each
other. This way, channel distributions of legitimate users and those of the
eavesdropper can be assumed to be independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.). Hence, by knowing the CDI of legitimate channels, we also get to
know that of the eavesdropper. In addition, if the users are distributed within a
larger geographical area, we can divide this area into small regions and consider
previous assumptions for CDI in each region.
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We formulate our proposed schemes as an optimization
problem in which the aim is to maximize the average secrecy
rate of the SUs while the PN is required to achieve a minimum
amount of average secrecy rate and solve it in a similar way
to [25]–[27]. We consider two schemes for eavesdropping the
primary transmission; in the first scheme, the eavesdroppers
listen to the transmissions from the PBS to the SUs, and in
the second scheme, we assume that the eavesdroppers apply
the maximal ratio combining (MRC) approach on the received
signals in the first and second time slots for the PN. In addition,
we assume individual average transmit power constraints for
the PBS and each SU. We solve the optimization problem
using the dual Lagrange approach where we determine which
SU should work as a relay, perform subcarrier paring for the
first and second hops of relaying transmission, and obtain the
average transmit power assigned to the subcarriers by the PBS
and the SUs. We finally evaluate the efficiency of our proposed
schemes using simulations in various situations. Simulation
results show that, compared with the exhaustive search method,
the proposed strategy can achieve almost optimal performance.
In addition, simulation results indicate that, in terms of the
secondary average secrecy rate, the proposed setup outperforms
the conventional setup where the average interference temper-
ature constraint is used. An important aspect of the proposed
paradigm is that the proposed setup does not only decrease the
secondary average secrecy rate with respect to the conventional
case but can also provide significantly higher secondary average
secrecy rate. As a case study, the proposed system model can
be applied in an LTE-based model. LTE is an emerging tech-
nology provided by the Third-Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) in which new features such as relaying scheme and
cognitive radio have been considered for the future of this
generation system.

A summary of comparisons of our scheme with other existing
schemes is listed as follows.

• In this paper, we propose a new secure cooperative com-
munication scheme for CRNs that provides both cognitive
radio and relaying scheme capabilities.

• Unlike the existing studies that require both CSI and CDI,
in our proposed scheme, instead of the CSI of channels
from the PBS to the eavesdroppers and from the SUs
to the eavesdroppers, only the CDI of these channels is
required.

• To the best our knowledge, there is no work that inves-
tigates CDI imperfection on the resource allocation in
secure cooperative communications. To do this, we use
the KDE and its robust counterpart as tools to assess
the effect of CDI imperfection on the resource-allocation
performance.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we intro-
duce our system model and formulate the resource-allocation
problem. We solve our optimization problem in Section III. The
effect of CDI imperfection on the proposed schemes is studied
in Section IV, and practical issues of our scheme are given in
Section V. Simulation results are presented in Section VII, and
conclusions are given in Section VIII.

Fig. 1. System model. (a) First hop. (b) Second hop.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model

We consider a CRN in which there exists one OFDMA PN
and one OFDMA SN, as shown in Fig. 1. We assume that
there exists a set of malicious users in the network, each of
which eavesdrops the information transmission in the network
independently, i.e., they do not cooperate to use their signals
to improve their eavesdropping rate. We denote the set of PUs
by Up = {1, . . . , Up}, where Up is the number of PUs; that of
SUs by Uś = {1, . . . , Uś}, where Uś is the number of SUs; that
of subcarriers by N = {1, . . . , N}, where N is the number
of subcarriers in the network; and that of eavesdroppers by
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E = {1, . . . , E}, where E is the number of eavesdroppers.2

The SUs are divided into two sets: one set denoted by Ucs =
{1, . . . , Ucs}, which includes cooperating secondary users
(CSUs), which are selected to assist the PBS, and the remaining
SUs, which transmit their own information, i.e., Us = Uś/Ucs.
We assume that the operation of both networks is governed
and controlled by a central network controller (CNC), which
has full knowledge of the network parameters of the legitimate
receivers, e.g., CSI of the legitimate receivers. It is assumed
that the CSI of the eavesdroppers is not available at the CNC.
In addition, we assume that the CNC allocates the subcarriers
orthogonally, i.e., there exists no intracell interference and cross
interference between the PN and the SN. Moreover, we assume
that all nodes, i.e., users, BSs, and eavesdroppers, are equipped
with a single antenna and perform half-duplex communications.
The SN has access to the bandwidth owned by the PN at the
expense of helping the PN to satisfy its average secrecy rate
constraint. This is done by CSUs working as DF relays for
the PBS. We assume that the PUs are far from the PBS such
that the PBS can only transmit information to them with the
help of CSUs, i.e., no direct transmission can be performed.
Therefore, the available resources to the SN, which are the
average transmit power of the SUs and N subcarriers, are
divided into two groups: one group dedicated by the SN to
help the PN and the remaining resources, if any, which can be
used by the SN for its own transmission. We assume a frame-
based transmission protocol in which the time duration of each
frame, i.e., T , is divided into two consecutive time slots of equal
duration. In the first time slot, the PBS transmits information
while the SUs and the eavesdroppers listen. In the second time
slot, the selected SUs work as DF relays for the PBS, i.e., they
decode the received information from the PBS in the first time
slot, re-encode it, and transmit the information to the PUs in
the second time slot. We call these subcarriers the secondary
subcarriers used for PBS. If there remains any other subcarrier,
SUs at the same time in the second time slot transmit their own
information to the SBS. We call these subcarriers the secondary
subcarriers used by SBS. We assume that, in the second time
slot, the eavesdroppers listen to information transmission of
SUs on these subcarriers. We use the notation subcarrier pair
(SP) (m,n) to denote that subcarrier m is used in the first time
slot by the PN and subcarrier n is used in the second time slot
by the SN for primary transmission.

B. Problem Formulation

Let us define the normalized channel (power) gains gmbpucs
=

|hm
bpucs

|2/(δmus
)2, gnucsup

= |hn
ucsup

|2/(δnup
)2, gkusbs

= |hk
usbs

|2/
(δkbs)

2, gmbpe = |hm
bpe

|2/(δme )2, and gkuse
= |hk

use
|2/(δke )2,

where hm
bpucs

, hn
ucsup

, hk
usbs

, hm
bpe

, and hk
use

denote the channel
coefficients between the PBS and CSU ucs over subcarrier m,
between CSU ucs and PU up over subcarrier n, between SU us

and the SBS over subcarrier k, between the PBS and
eavesdropper e over subcarrier m, and between SU us and

2In some cases, the eavesdroppers are a certain number of the network’s
users, and thus, we know the number of eavesdroppers.

eavesdropper e over subcarrier k, respectively. In addition,
(δmucs

)2, (δnup
)2, (δkbs)

2
, and (δme )2 are the power of the additive

white Gaussian noise at ucs, up, bs, and eavesdropper e,
respectively. Let pmbpucs

, pnucsup
, and pkusbs

denote the transmit
power level assigned by the PBS on subcarrier m to CSU ucs

in the first time slot, the transmit power level assigned by
CSU ucs to PU up on subcarrier n in the second slot, and the
transmit power level assigned by SU us for its transmission to
the SBS on subcarrier k in the second time slot, respectively.
Suppose that the PBS wants to transmit some information to
PU up using SP (m,n) with the help of SU us.

The instantaneous transmission rate between the PBS and
CSU ucs over subcarrier m in the first time slot is given by

Rm
bpucs

=
1
2
log

(
1 + gmbpucs

pmbpucs

)
, (1)

and the rate between CSU ucs and PU up over subcarrier n in
the second time slot is given by

Rn
ucsup

=
1
2
log

(
1 + gnucsup

pnucsup

)
. (2)

Therefore, the transmission rate with which the PBS can send
information to PU up with the help of CSU ucs over SP (m,n)
is given by

Rmn
ucsup

= min
(
Rm

bpucs
, Rn

ucsup

)
. (3)

In addition, the rate between SU us and the SBS over
subcarrier k in the second time slot is given by

Rk
usbs =

1
2
log

(
1 + gkusbsp

k
usbs

)
. (4)

On the other hand, the instantaneous rate at which eavesdropper
e receives the information from the PBS in the first time slot
over subcarrier m is given by

Rm
bpe

=
1
2
log

(
1 + gmbpep

m
bpus

)
, (5)

and the rate at which eavesdropper e receives information from
SU us in the second slot over subcarrier k is given by

Rk
use =

1
2
log

(
1 + gkusep

k
usbs

)
. (6)

We assume that the eavesdroppers listen to the transmission
of the PBS to the PU only in the first time slot and listens to
the transmission of the SU to the SBS in the second time slot.
Therefore, the secrecy rate that is achievable by the PBS in
the transmission to PU up through CSU ucs using SP (m,n)
is given by [28]

Smn
ucsup

= min
e∈E

[
Rmn

ucsup
−Rm

bpe

]+

=

[
min

(
Rm

bpucs
, Rn

ucsup

)
−max

e∈E

(
Rm

bpe

)]+
, (7)
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and the secrecy rate of SU us in the transmission to the SBS
over subcarrier k in the second time slot is given by

Sk
usbs

=min
e∈E

[
Rk

usbs
−Rk

use

]+
=

[
Rk

usbs
−max

e∈E
(Rk

use
)

]+
. (8)

We can assume that the eavesdroppers apply the MRC ap-
proach on the received signals in the first and second time slots
for each PU. Consider the communication between the PBS
and PU up through CSU ucs over SP (m,n). Suppose that
eavesdropper e uses the MRC scheme to combine the signals it
receives in the first and second time slots. Therefore, the signal-
to-noise ratio at eavesdropper e is given by

γmn
e,c = pmbpucs

gmbpe + pnucsup
gkucse

. (9)

Therefore, the secrecy rate that is achievable by the PBS in
the transmission to PU up through CSU ucs using SP (m,n)
in the MRC scheme can be obtained by replacing Rm

bpe
with

Rmn
bpucse

= log2(1 + γmn
e,c ) in (7). In this paper, we provide the

solution of the non-MRC scheme and investigate in detail, and
it is obvious that the solution of the MRC scheme can be solved
in a similar way.

Remark 1: In (7) and (8), we defined the ultimate secrecy
rate as the minimum secrecy rate between the source and
the destination over all eavesdroppers, which is the maxi-
mum rate at which eavesdroppers cannot decode information
transmission between the source and the destination. Such a
definition is commonly used in the literature, e.g., [14], [29],
and [30].

Remark 2: In the literature, for relay-assisted networks, when
an adversary user, i.e., eavesdropper, exists, several models
were considered for the information transmission eavesdrop-
ping. In general, the eavesdropper can adopt MRC, in which
signals received in several phases, i.e., from the source and from
the relays, are combined [31]. In another model, rather than
combining the signals received from the channels in different
phases, the maximum value of their corresponding capacities,
i.e., between channels in the first and second time slots, is
considered as an upper bound on the achievable rate of the
eavesdropper [32]. In addition, in some models, such as [14]
and [33], only the data rate at which the eavesdropper can listen
in one phase is considered. In our paper, for the PN, we assume
that the eavesdropper only listens to the PBS in the first time
slot. Since the relays (SUs) are spread over the coverage area,
focusing in the first hop, the eavesdropper can be more harmful
as it could be close to the PBS.

Let ρmn
ucsup

∈ {0, 1} be an assignment factor indicating that
the subcarrier pair (m,n) is used for the transmission between
the PBS and PU up through CSU ucs. In addition, we define the
variable ηkus

∈ {0, 1} as an assignment factor, which indicates
that subcarrier k is used by SU us for the transmission to
the SBS. The objective of our proposed resource-allocation
scheme is to maximize the total average secrecy rate of the
SUs, while the average secrecy rate constraint of each PU
and the individual average power constraints for the PBS and
each SU are satisfied. Therefore, the proposed secure resource-

allocation problem with the help of a trusted SN is formulated
as follows:

max
p,ρ,η

E

{ ∑
us∈Us

∑
n∈N

�us
ηnus

Sn
usbs

}
(10a)

S.t.:E

{ ∑
ucs∈Ucs

∑
m∈N

∑
n∈N

ρmn
ucsup

Smn
ucsup

}
≥ R̄SP

up
, ∀up ∈ Up,

(10b)

E

⎧⎨
⎩

∑
ucs∈Ucs

∑
up∈Up

∑
m∈N

∑
n∈N

ρmn
ucsup

pmbpucs

⎫⎬
⎭≤ P̄max

P , (10c)

E

⎧⎨
⎩
∑

up∈Up

∑
m∈N

∑
n∈N

(
ρmn
uśup

pnuśup
+ ηnuś

pnuśbś

)⎫⎬
⎭≤ P̄max

uś

∀uś ∈ Uś, (10d)∑
ucs∈Ucs

∑
up∈Up

∑
n∈N

ρmn
ucsup

= 1, ∀m ∈ N , (10e)

∑
us∈Us

∑
ucs∈Ucs

∑
up∈Up

∑
m∈N

(
ρmn
ucsup

+ ηnus

)
= 1, ∀n ∈ N ,

(10f)

where p is the transmit power vector consisting of all the trans-
mit power variables, i.e., pmbpucs

, pnucsup
, and pnusbs

, ρ is the
vector consisting of assignment variables ρmn

ucsup
, and η is the

vector consisting of assignment variables ηnus
. 0 ≤ �us

≤ 1 is a
coefficient reflecting fairness consideration. We included the
fairness consideration based on the notion of proportional fair-
ness using a priority coefficient, i.e., �us

, for each user us, in
the weighted total secrecy rate objective function in (10). These
priority coefficients allow us to establish a relative priority for
each user, e.g., a larger value of �us

means that higher priority
is given to user us and vice versa. In the preceding optimization
problem, (10b) is the total secrecy rate constraint for each PU,
(10c) is the power constraint of the PBS, (10d) is the power
constraint for each SU, and (10e) and (10f) indicate that, in each
time slot, each subcarrier should be used once.

Problem (10) is difficult to solve because it is a mixed-integer
nonlinear problem, which is a combinatorial optimization and
NP-hard problem. The optimization problem in (10) is a mixed
nonconvex and combinatorial optimization problem. The non-
convexity comes from the constraint (10b), and the combinato-
rial nature comes from the integer constraint for user selection.
The problem (10) stays nonconvex even if we fix or relax the
integer variables to continuous variables. In the following, we
propose a new approach to solve the problem (10).

C. Structure of Preferred Solutions

In this paper, we provide the solution of the non-MRC
scheme in detail and note that, by a similar approach to the non-
MRC scheme, the solution of the MRC scheme can be obtained.
Among all optimal solutions of the optimization problem (10),
we are interested in those that we call energy conservative
solutions. In these solutions, there exists a relation between
the transmit power of subcarrier m and the transmit power of
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subcarrier n in SP (m,n). To introduce these solutions, we need
the following lemma.

Lemma 1: Let pmn
bpucsup

be defined as the total transmit power
consumed in the transmission from the PBS to PU up through
CSU ucs by SP (m,n), i.e.,

pmn
bpucsup

= pmbpucs
+ pnucsup

. (11)

Then, the value of Smn
ucsup

in (7) is maximized when

gmbpucs
pmbpucs

= gnucsup
pnucsup

. (12)

Proof: Let pmbpucs
and pnucsup

be the transmit power vari-
ables that satisfy (11) and maximize (7). It should be noted
that it is not possible to have Rm

bpucs
< Rn

ucsup
. Otherwise,

we can borrow some power from pnucsup
and add it to pmbpucs

while maintaining the inequality Rm
bpucs

< Rn
ucsup

. This way,
the value of Smn

ucsup
in (7) increases as it is an increasing function

of pmbpucs
. On the other hand, it is also not possible to have

Rm
bpucs

> Rn
ucsup

. Otherwise, we can borrow some power from
pmbpucs

and add it to pnucsup
while maintaining the inequality

Rm
bpucs

> Rn
ucsup

. This way, the value of Smn
ucsup

in (7) increases
as it is an increasing function of pnucsup

and a decreasing
function of pmbpucs

. Therefore, Rm
bpucs

= Rn
ucsup

must be held
such that the secrecy rate is maximized and the optimal transmit
power variables pnucsup

and pmbpucs
must satisfy (12). �

Lemma 1 applies to the optimization problems in which we
have a total transmit power constraint rather than the individual
power constraints. However, this lemma leads us to a group of
optimal solutions, which we call energy conservative solutions.

Let p∗ be an optimal solution of the optimization problem
(10), and let us consider a subcarrier pair (m,n). If there exists
a subcarrier k that can be used in the SN transmission, then
it is not possible to have Rm

bpucs
< Rn

ucsup
. Otherwise, we can

borrow some power from pnucsup
and use this amount of power

for secondary transmission, i.e., we can increase the objective
function. However, if all subcarriers in the second time slot are
used for primary transmission, it is possible that, at optimal
solution, we have Rm

bpucs
< Rn

ucsup
. On the other hand, at the

optimal solution, it is possible to have Rm
bpucs

> Rn
ucsup

since
the transmit power in the first time slot, i.e., pmbpucs

, only affects
the secrecy rate constraint of the PN. This means that, in our
optimization problem, for an optimal solution, the equality in
(12) may not hold. Note that, when Rm

bpucs
> Rn

ucsup
, we can

decrease the value of pmbpucs
without changing the value of the

objective function, which means that we can save energy while
maintaining the optimality. On the other hand, for the optimal
solutions Rm

bpucs
< Rn

ucsup
, we can decrease the value of pnucsup

while maintaining the optimality. This means that, in this case.
we can also save some energy.

Definition 1: Let p∗
1 be a solution of the optimization prob-

lem (10). We say that p∗
1 is an energy conservative solution if,

for any other solution p∗
2, we have 1Tp∗

1 ≤ 1Tp∗
2, where 1 is

a vector all of whose elements are one, and [·]T is the vector
transpose.

Using Lemma 1 and Definition 1, one can realize that, in our
optimization problem, for the energy conservative solutions, the
equality in (12) always holds. Therefore, in our optimization
problem, we look for the energy conservative solutions by

imposing the constraint (12). Let pmn
bpucsup

, pmbpucs
, and pnucsup

satisfy (11) and (12). They also satisfy the following:

pmbpucs
=

gnucsup

gmbpucs
+ gnucsup

pmn
bpucsup

, (13)

pnucsup
=

gmbpucs

gmbpucs
+ gnucsup

pmn
bpucsup

. (14)

In this case, the value of Rmn
ucs,up

in (3) is given by

Rmn
ucsup

=
1
2
log2

(
1 +

gmbpucs
gnucsup

gmbpucs
+ gnucsup

pmn
bpucsup

)
. (15)

Therefore, the secrecy rate that is achievable by DF relaying
through CSU ucs and SP (m,n) is given by

Smn
ucsup

=

[
Rmn

ucsup
−max

e∈E
(Rm

bpe
)

]+

=

[
1
2
log2

(
1 +

gmbpucs
gnucsup

gmbpucs
+ gnucsup

pmn
bpucsup

)

−1
2
log2

(
1 +max

e∈E
(gmbpe)p

m
bpucs

)]+
. (16)

Remark 4: Although, for the DF relay networks, the opti-
mality of equality of the data rates in the first and second time
slots has been shown, e.g., [34]–[37], our model differs from
them as we consider secrecy rate and individual transmit power
constraints rather than the total transmit power constraint. In
our optimization problem (10), the optimal solution may not
satisfy this equality condition. However, we showed that there
are optimal solutions that satisfy this equality condition called
energy conservative solutions.

III. SOLUTION BASED ON DUAL APPROACH

A. Transmit Power Allocation

Here, we consider the non-MRC scheme and provide the
solution for this problem. The solution to the proposed opti-
mization problem depends on the distributions of the channel
power gains. In the following, we focus on the Rayleigh fading
scenario, which means that the channel power gains are expo-
nentially distributed. The average secrecy rate of SU us in the
transmission to the SBS over subcarrier n in the second time
slot is given by [38]

E
{
Sn
usbs

}
=E

{[
1
2
log2(1 + gnusbs

pnusbs
)

−1
2
log2(1 + g̃nusep

n
usbs)

]+}

=

∞∫
0

gn
usbs∫
0

(
1
2
log2(1 + gnusbsp

n
usbs)

−1
2
log2(1 + g̃nusep

n
usbs)

)
× fg̃n

use
(g̃nuse)fgn

usbs
(gnusbs)dg̃

n
usedg

n
usbs , (17)

where g̃nuse = maxe∈E{gnuse}, and fg̃n
use

(g̃nuse) is the probabil-
ity density function (pdf) of the random variable g̃nuse

.
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In addition, the average secrecy rate that is achievable by DF
relaying through SU us and SP (m,n) is given by [38]

E

{
Smn
ucsup

}
= E

{[
1
2
log2

(
1 +

gmbpucs
gnucsup

gmbpucs
+ gnucsup

pmn
bpucsup

)

−1
2
log2

(
1 +

g̃mbpeg
n
ucsup

gmbpucs
+ gnucsup

pmn
bpucsup

)]+}
, (18)

where g̃mbpe = maxe∈E{gmbpe}.
Comparing (18) with (17), we can consider the relay channel

as the wiretap channel with the direct channel gain ĝmn
bpucsup

=

gmbpucs
gnucsup

/(gmbpucs
+ gnucsup

) and the eavesdropper channel

gain ĝmn
bpucsupe

= g̃mbpeg
n
ucsup

/(gmbpucs
+ gnucsup

). However, note
that the equivalent channel gains ĝmn

bpucsup
and ĝmn

bpucsupe
are not

independent. Therefore, we can rewrite (18) as follows:

E

{
Smn
ucsup

}
=

∞∫
0

ĝmn
bpucsup∫
0

[
1
2
log2

(
1 + ĝmn

bpucsup
pmn
bpucsup

)

−1
2
log2

(
1 + ĝmn

bpucsupe
pmn
bpucsup

)]
× f(ĝmn

bpucsup
, ĝmn

bpucsupe
)dĝmn

bpucsupe
dĝmn

bpucsup
,

(19)

where f(ĝmn
bpucsup

, ĝmn
bpucsupe

) is the joint pdf of the random

variables ĝmn
bpucsup

and ĝmn
bpucsupe

.
The Lagrange function of the optimization problem (10) is

given by

L(p, θ,λ) = E

{ ∑
us∈Us

∑
n∈N

Sn
usbs

}

+
∑

up∈Up

θup

(
E

{ ∑
ucs∈Ucs

∑
m∈N

∑
n∈N

Smn
ucsup

}
− R̄SP

up

)

+ λ0

⎛
⎝P̄max

P − E

⎧⎨
⎩

∑
ucs∈Ucs

∑
up∈Up

∑
m∈N

∑
n∈N

pmbpucs

⎫⎬
⎭
⎞
⎠

+
∑
uś∈Uś

λuś

⎛
⎝P̄max

uś
− E

⎧⎨
⎩
∑

up∈Up

∑
m∈N

∑
n∈N

×
(
pnuśup

+ pnuśbs

)⎫⎬
⎭
⎞
⎠ , (20)

where θ = [θ1, . . . , θup
, . . . , θUp

], θup
for up = 1, . . . , Up

is the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to the secrecy rate
constraint of PU up (10b), λ = [λ0, λ1, . . . , λuś

, . . . , λUś
],

λ0 is the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to PBS power
constraint (10c), and λuś

for uś = 1, . . . , Uś is the Lagrange
multiplier corresponding to transmit power constraint of SU uś

(10d). Note that, in (20), we use the variable pmn
bpucsup

instead
of the variables pnucsup

and pmbpucs
by using (13) and (14).

Therefore, p is the vector of the transmit power variables,
which can be alternatively denoted by p = [psp,ps], where
[psp] is a vector whose elements are pmn

bpucsup
, and ps is a

vector whose elements are pnusbs
.

Using (20), a dual function can be obtained as follows:

g(θ,λ) = max
p

L(p, θ,λ). (21)

To solve (21), we take the derivatives of (21) with respect to
pmn
bpucsup

and write ∂L(p, θ,λ)/∂pmn
bpucsup

= 0, which can be
rewritten as

θup

2

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

∞∫
0

ĝmn
bpucsup∫
0

×
[

ĝmn
bpucsup

1 + ĝmn
bpucsup

pmn
bpucsup

−
ĝmn
bpucsupe

1 + ĝmn
bpucsupe

pmn
bpucsup

]

×f(ĝmn
bpucsup

, ĝmn
bpucsupe

)dĝmn
bpucsupe

dĝmn
bpucsup

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭

−
λ0g

n
usup

+ λus
gmbpus

gmbpus
+ gnusup

= 0, (22)

where Fg̃m
bpe

(·) is the cumulative density function (CDF) of the
random variable g̃mbpe.

Similarly, we take the derivatives of (21) with respect to pnusbs
and write ∂L(p, θ,λ)/∂pnusbs

= 0, which can be rewritten as

gnusbs
Fg̃n

use
(gnusbs

)

1 + gnusbs
pnusbs

−
gn
usbs∫
0

g̃nuse

1 + g̃nuse
pnusbs

fg̃n
use

(g̃nuse
)dg̃nuse

− λus
= 0, (23)

where g̃nuse
= maxe∈E{gnuse

}. In general, no closed-form so-
lution to power allocation is known. However, we can find
pmn
bpucsup

and pnusbs
based on efficient algorithms yielding nu-

merical solutions of (22) and (23), respectively.

B. Subcarrier Allocation

Now, we perform subcarrier allocation, i.e., we find the value
of assignment variables ρmn

ucsup
and ηnus

. In doing so, based on
(21) and using the average transmit power values pmn

bpucsup
and

pnusbs
obtained in the previous subsection, we first define the

following functions:

ψmn1
ucsup

=θup
E

{
Smn
ucsup

}
−λ0E

{
pmbpucs

}
−λucs

E

{
pnucsup

}
, (24)

ψn2
us

=E
{
Sn
usbs

}
−λus

E
{
pnusbs

}
, (25)

where pmbpucs
and pnucsup

can be obtained from (13) and (14),
respectively.

Suppose that the PBS wants to communicate with PU up

over SP (m,n) with the help of CSU ucs as a relay. For each
subcarrier m in the first time slot, we find the best CSU ucs, PU
up, and the pairing subcarrier n as

φm1(u∗
cs, u

∗
p, n

∗) = max
ucs∈Us,u∈Up,n∈SN

ψmn1
ucsup

, (26)
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where SN is the set of available subcarriers for the second time
slot. We declare that the subcarrier m∗ in the first time slot
is paired with subcarrier n∗ in the second time slot where the
transmission is performed to PU u∗

p through relay u∗
s if we have

m∗ = argmax
m∈SM

φm1(u∗
cs, u

∗
p, n

∗), (27)

whereSM is the set of subcarriers available for the first time slot.
On the other hand, suppose that SU us wants to transmit

information to the SBS. For each subcarrier n in the second
time slot, we find the best SU us as

φn2(u∗
s) = max

us∈Us

ψn2
us
, (28)

and find the best subcarrier in the second time slot as

n∗ = argmax
m∈SM

φm2(u∗
s). (29)

Next, by obtaining tuples (u∗
cs, u

∗
p,m

∗, n∗) and (u∗
s, n

∗), we
obtain the corresponding values of ψm∗n∗1

u∗
csu

∗
p

and ψn∗2
u∗
s

from

(24) and (25), respectively. Now, we decide that ρm
∗n∗

u∗
csu

∗
p
= 1

if ψm∗n∗1
u∗
csu

∗
p

≥ ψn∗2
u∗
s

, and hence, we set ηn
∗

u∗
s
= 0. On the other

hand, we set ηn
∗

u∗
s
= 1 if ψm∗n∗1

u∗
csu

∗
p

< ψn∗2
u∗
s

, and hence, we set

ρm
∗n∗

u∗
csu

∗
p
= 0.

C. Dual Problem

So far, we have obtained the value of the average transmit
power vector p and the assignment variables ρ and η; based
on this the dual function g(θ,λ) can be obtained. To find the
optimal values of dual variables θ and λ, we should solve the
corresponding dual optimization problem given by

(θ∗,λ∗) = argmax
θ�0,λ�0

g(θ,λ). (30)

Lemma 1: The dual problem g(θ,λ) in (30) can be solved
using, e.g., the subgradient method or the ellipsoid method,
which requires the subgradient of g(θ,λ) with respect to θ, λ.
The corresponding subgradients are given by⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

E
{∑

ucs∈Ucs

∑
m∈N

∑
n∈N Smn

ucs1

}
− R̄SP

1
...

E

{∑
ucs∈Ucs

∑
m∈N

∑
n∈N Smn

ucsUp

}
− R̄SP

Up

P̄max
P −E

{∑
ucs∈Ucs

∑
n∈N pmbpucs

}
P̄max
1 −E

{∑
up∈Up

∑
m∈N

∑
n∈N

)
pn1up

+ pn1bs

)}
...

P̄max
Uś

−E

{∑
up∈Up

∑
m∈N

∑
n∈N

)
pnUśup

+ pnUśbs

)}

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

.

(31)

Using Lemma 1, we update the dual variables φ = [θ,λT ]
T

based on the ellipsoid method. We show our proposed secure
resource-allocation scheme in Fig. 2. Based on Algorithm 1,
power allocation (Step 2) and subcarrier allocation (Step 3) are
repeated until the stopping criterion (Step 5) is fulfilled.

Fig. 2. Algorithm for solving the proposed optimization problem using dual
approach.

IV. CHANNEL DISTRIBUTION

INFORMATION IMPERFECTION

Now, we investigate the effect of imperfect CDI on the
performance of the proposed system. To set up a comparison
framework, we first evaluate the performance on the proposed
framework assuming the availability of perfect CDI. To simu-
late the case with imperfect CDI, we consider an actual scenario
where the corresponding CDI is assumed to be obtained based
on the received noisy samples from the channel and may
thus be imperfect. We then evaluate the performance based
on the resulting imperfect CDI. There are two categories of
CDI estimation: parametric and nonparametric. In the former,
the distribution is assumed known, and one only needs to
estimate the corresponding parameters, e.g., mean and variance,
to find the pdf similar to the case of [39]. Here, to be not
confined to a specific distribution, we consider the latter case
in which the distribution is totally unknown and should be
estimated based on the received samples from the channel.
Histogram estimation (HE) is perhaps the handiest method
among nonparametric estimation schemes. However, the result-
ing density is discrete and is not in a closed form. Therefore,
more advanced methods such as KDE have been proposed
in the literature, which are preferred over HE [40]. KDE can
estimate the density pretty well based on a reasonable number
of samples when the samples are noise free. In reality, the mea-
sured channel coefficients may contain some noisy or irrelevant
data as well. In this case, a robust density estimation method
has to be applied that can provide a good estimation, even in
the presence of contaminated samples.
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A. CDI Estimation Methods: Nonparametric

1) Kernel Density Estimation: One of the most well-known
nonparametric density estimation methods is KDE [40]. Let
{x1, . . . ,xZ : xi ∈ R

d} be a set of observations for estimat-
ing a random vector (RV) x with density f(x), where Z
is the number of observation vectors. Moreover, each xi =
(xi1, . . . , xid), i = 1, . . . , Z is a sequence of d data in the
vector xi. The kernel density estimate of f(x), which is also
called the Parzen window estimate, is a nonparametric estimate
given by f̂KDE(x) = (1/Z)

∑Z
i=1 kδ(x,xi), where kδ(x,xi)

is the kernel function. The most commonly used kernel func-
tion is a Gaussian kernel kδ(x,xi) = (1/

√
2πδ)d exp(−(‖x−

xi‖2/2δ2)), where the smoothing parameter δ is referred to as
the bandwidth. The kernel bandwidth δ is set as the median
distance of a training point xi to its nearest neighbor.

2) Robust Kernel Density Estimation: The need for a robust
KDE arises when analyzing contaminated data. Contaminated
data refer to data consisting of realizations from both a nominal
or a “clean” distribution in addition to outlying or anomalous
measurements. The robust KDE (RKDE) [23], [24] has the form
f̂RKDE(x) =

∑Z
i=1 wikδ(x,xi), where kδ(x,xi) is a kernel

function, and wi ∀ i, are nonnegative weights that sum to one,
i.e.,

∑Z
i=1 wi = 1. The RKDE can be implemented based on

the iteratively reweighed least square (IRWLS) algorithm in
which the main goal is to find the optimal value of ωi ∀ i.

The IRWLS algorithm can be implemented in five steps as
follows.

Step 1: First, initialize w
(0)
i such that Π̂

(1)
is the geometric

median ofΦ(xi), i.e., Π̂
(1)

=argminΠ∈H
∑Z

i=1ρ(‖Φ(xi)−
Π‖), where Π =

∑Z
j=1 wjΦ(xj), and ρ is a robust loss

function. Well-known examples of robust loss functions,
which are denoted by ρ(x), are Huber’s or Hampel’s
functions (see [23] for details).

Step 2: Set ‖ Φ(xi)−Π(�) ‖2 = 〈Φ(xi)−Π(�),Φ(xi)−
Π(�)〉=〈Φ(xi),Φ(xi)〉−2〈Φ(xi),Π

(�)〉+ 〈Π(�),Π(�)〉,
where � is the iteration number. Since Π(�) =

∑Z
j=1

w
(�−1)
j Φ(xj), we have 〈Φ(xi),Φ(xi)〉=kδ(xi,xi), 〈Φ(xi),

Π(�)〉 =
∑Z

j=1 w
(�−1)
j kδ(xi,xj), and 〈Π(�),Π(�)〉 =∑Z

j=1

∑Z
l=1 w

(�−1)
j w

(�−1)
l kδ(xj ,xl).

Step 3: Update w̃(�)
i as w̃(�)

i =ψ( ‖ Φ(xi)−Π(�) ‖)/‖Φ(xi)−
Π(�) ‖, where ψ(x) = dρ(x)/dx.

Step 4: To get the value ofw(�)
i , normalize w̃(�)

i asw(�)
i = w̃

(�)
i /∑Z

i=1 w̃
(�)
i .

Step 5: If the algorithm converges, Π̂ =
∑Z

i=1 w
(�)
i Φ(xi).

Otherwise, let � = �+ 1 and go to Step 2. The esti-
mated density is obtained as f̂RKDE(x) = 〈Φ(x), Π̂〉 =
〈Φ(x),

∑Z
i=1 w

(�)
i Φ(xi)〉 =

∑Z
i=1 w

(�)
i 〈Φ(x),Φ(xi)〉 =∑Z

i=1 w
(�)
i kδ(x,xi).

B. CDI Estimation Methods: Parametric

In the parametric method, the pdf is assumed to have a known
distribution with unknown parameters of distribution. The pa-
rameters of the assumed pdf can be estimated either using

maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation or Bayesian estimation
[41]. In our case, an exponential distribution of the form f(x) =
(1/x̄) exp(x/x̄) is used, where the parameter x̄ is the mean
and can be estimated either using Bayesian or ML estimation.
Using the Ź training samples X = {x1, x2, . . . , xŹ}, the mean

is given by ML estimation as ˆ̄x = (1/Ź)
∑Ź

i=1 xi, where ˆ̄x is
the estimated mean.

V. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Analysis of Duality Gap

When solving an optimization problem using dual approach,
one important thing must be taken into consideration: duality
gap. The analysis provided here is based on the so-called time-
sharing property, which is first introduced in [42]. Consider an
optimization problem of the form

max
x

N∑
n=1

fn(xn) (32a)

S.t. :
N∑

n=1

hn(xn) ≤ P , (32b)

where xn ∈ R
U ; x=[x1, . . . ,xN ]; fn : RU → R; hn : RU →

R
L; and R

U and R
L are real U vectors (U × 1 matrices)

and real L vectors (L× 1 matrices), respectively. In general,
fn(xn) is not concave, and hn(xn) is not convex. Let x∗

n

and y∗
n be the optimal solutions of the optimization problem

(32a) with P =P x and P =P y , respectively. We say that this
optimization problem satisfies the time-sharing property if, for
any P x and P y and for any 0≤ν≤1, there always exists a fea-
sible solution zn such that

∑N
n=1 hn(zn)≤νP x+(1−ν)P y ,

and
∑N

n=1 fn(zn)≥νfn(x
∗
n)+(1−ν)fn(y

∗
n). In [42, Th. 1],

it was shown that if an optimization problem of the form (32a)
satisfies the time-sharing property, it has a zero duality gap.
Consider the optimization problem (10) whose optimization
variables are p and ρ. We stack these variable into variable x=
[pρ]. Note that, for two constraints limit vectors Px and Py , we
need to construct νPx and (1−ν)Py and find their correspond-

ing optimal solutions xν∗
n and y

(1−ν∗)
n . Although the optimal

value of variable p in xν∗
n and y

(1−ν∗)
n can be any nonnegative

value, the optimal value of each component of ρ must be either
0 or 1, which makes constructing νP x and (1−ν)P y impossi-
ble as (10e) and (10f) mean that any subcarrier should be allo-
cated once, but νP x and (1−ν)P y mean that a fraction of the
subcarrier should be assigned. To show the time-sharing prop-
erty, we may do in the same way as in [42] and [43]. We divide
each subcarrier n into Nn adjacent subchannels, each undergo-
ing the same channel condition since they are adjacent. Now,
we can construct zn such that, for the ν portion of the total sub-
channels in each subcarrier, it takes its entries from x∗

n and, for
the (1−ν) portion, it takes its entries from y∗

n. With this con-
struction, it is easy to show that

∑N
n=1 hn(zn)≈νP x+(1−

ν)P y and that
∑N

n=1 fn(zn)≈νfn(x
∗
n)+(1−ν)fn(y

∗
n). As

the number of subchannels tends to infinity, the approximation
will be more precise. This means that the time-sharing property
is satisfied by optimization problem (10), and the duality gap
tends to zero as the number of subcarriers goes to infinity.
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B. Feasibility of the Optimization Problem

Now, we consider the feasibility of the optimization problem
(10). Note that the constraints (10b)–(10d) affect the feasibil-
ity of the optimization problem (10). To proceed further, we
consider the following optimization problem:

max
p,ρ,η

E

⎧⎨
⎩

∑
ucs∈Ucs

∑
up∈Up

∑
m∈N

∑
n∈N

ρmn
ucsup

Smn
ucsup

⎫⎬
⎭ (33a)

S.t.: (10c)−(10f). (33b)

We denote the optimal value of (33a) by R̄SP
max=E{

∑
ucs∈Ucs∑

up∈Up

∑
m∈N

∑
n∈N ρmn

ucsup
Smn
ucsup

}. Therefore, if the value

of R̄SP in (10b) is higher than R̄SP
max, the optimization problem

(10) will be infeasible. Note that, as stated in Section V-A, the
duality gap vanishes as the number of subcarriers tends to infin-
ity; in that situation, the feasibility statements here will be valid.

C. Conventional Underlay Approach

In this paper, our objective is to maximize the average
secrecy rate of the SUs subject to guaranteeing a given average
secrecy rate for PUs. However, in the conventional case, such
maximization is subject to the average interference thresh-
old constraint, i.e., E{

∑
us∈Us

ηnus
pnusbs

gnusup
} ≤ Γ̄n

up
, ∀n ∈

N , up ∈ Up, where gnusup
is the interference channel power

gain between SU us and PU up, and Γ̄n
up

, ∀n ∈ N , up ∈ Up

is the average interference threshold for PU up on subcarrier
n. The optimization problem in a conventional underlay system
is formulated as the maximization of a sum average rate of all
SUs subject to SU average transmitted power and secondary to
primary average interference constraints, i.e.,

max
p,η

E

{ ∑
us∈Us

∑
n∈N

ηnus
Sn
usbs

}
(34a)

S.t.:E

{∑
n∈N

ηnus
pnusbs

}
≤ P̄max

us
, ∀us ∈ Us, (34b)

E

{ ∑
us∈Us

ηnus
pnusbsg

n
usup

}
≤ Γ̄n

up
, ∀n ∈ N , up ∈ Up,

(34c)∑
us∈Us

ηnus
= 1, ∀n ∈ N . (34d)

The preceding problem can be solved via dual decomposition
method. We associate dual variables λus

with constraints (34b)
and ϑn

us
with constraints (34c).

D. Signaling Overhead

The transmitters should know about their power and sub-
carrier assignments. Hence, prior to each downlink phase, the
signaling information has to be transmitted. We assume that a
separate signaling phase is introduced prior to the downlink
phase. During this signaling phase, the signaling information
is transmitted on all subcarriers using a predefined modulation/
coding combination (which can transmit bsig bits per symbol).

TABLE I
SIGNALING OVERHEAD

Denote the number of OFDM symbols required for the trans-
mission of the signaling information by ς . We assume that,
for the signaling phase and the downlink phase, a total of
S symbols is available. The less the time consumed for the
transmission of the signaling information is, the more time is
available for the payload transmission. The value of ς depends
on the binary representation of the assignments. The basic
information unit describing an assignment consists of three
factors: power allocation, subcarrier assignment, and Lagrange
multipliers [44]. Table I illustrates the required information ex-
change between the different entities of the network for solving
the optimization problem with the conventional approach and
the proposed iterative algorithm. It is shown that the conven-
tional approach results in a significant reduction in signaling
overhead compared with the proposed approach, particularly
when the number of users in the network is large.

VI. OTHER ALLOCATION SCHEMES

Treating some optimization variables separately, we provide
a number of suboptimal subcarrier and power allocation strate-
gies for the proposed scheme that have low complexity.

A. Equal Power Allocation Scheme

Here, we assume that the power is equally distributed on the
subcarriers at each node. When equal power allocation (EPA)
strategy is adopted, each subcarrier m or n has the same power,
i.e., [pmusbs

]i = P̄max
P /N, ∀ i = 1, . . . , N , [pnusup

]i = P̄max
us

/N,

∀ i=1, . . . , N , and [pnusbs
]i= P̄max

us
/N, ∀ i = 1, . . . , N , where

N is the number of subcarriers. In other words, regardless of
the channel state for each subcarrier, EPA equally allocates
each node power to the subcarrier in two time slots; thus,
the performance of adopting EPA cannot do better than our
proposed allocation.

B. Greedy Subcarrier Allocation Scheme

Here, we propose a suboptimal algorithm with low complex-
ity for subcarrier allocation. In the first hop, for each subcarrier
m and each link, i.e., from the PBS to uth

cs , we consider
hm
bpucs

, ∀u ∈ U ,m ∈ N , and we follow a greedy scheme [45].
In other words, the subcarrier m is assigned to the link that has
the maximum value of hm

bpucs
. More precisely, the allocation

is performed by u∗
cs = argmaxucs

hm
bpucs

. In the second hop,

for each subcarrier n and each link, i.e., from uth
s to the SBS

and from uth
cs to uth

p , we consider hn
usbs

, ∀us ∈ Us, n ∈ N and
hn
csup

, ∀up ∈ Up, n ∈ N , respectively. Then, the subcarrier n
is assigned to the link that has the maximum value hn

usbs
or

hn
ucsup

, i.e., (u∗
s, u

∗
p) = argmaxus,up

min(hn
usbs

, hn
ucsup

).
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TABLE II
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

C. Computational Complexity

Here, we analyze the complexity of the proposed optimal
scheme. The computational complexity of the proposed optimal
scheme is mainly determined by the complexity of solving
the dual problem. The complexity of the ellipsoid method is
polynomial in the number of dual variables and optimization
variables. Considering the individual power constraint for the
SUs and the sum power constraint for the PBS and the sum
rate constraint for the PN, the number of the dual variables
is obtained as Uś + Up + 1. Indeed, by considering optimal
power allocation for each PU on each subcarrier, the number
of the power optimization variables can be found as NUś.

The number of iterations required to achieve δ-optimality,
i.e., g − g∗ < δ, is on the order of O(1/δ2). Hence, the required
iteration number does not depend on the number of variables.
Therefore, the complexity related to the ellipsoid method is
O((Uś + Up + 1)(NUś)

2/δ2) [46], [47]. The complexity of the
ellipsoid method for the conventional scheme is polynomial
in the number of dual variables and optimization variables.
Considering the individual power constraint for SUs and the
individual interference threshold constraints for each PU on
each subcarrier, the number of the dual variables is obtained
as Uś +NUp. In addition, by considering optimal power allo-
cation for each PU on each subcarrier, the number of the power
optimization variables can be determined as NUś. Therefore,
the complexity related to the ellipsoid method for the conven-
tional scheme is O((NUś)(Uś +NUp)

2/δ2) [46], [47].
The order of the subcarrier allocation complexity for each

step, i.e., (26)–(29), is O(N2UśUp), O(N2UśUp), O(NUś),
and O(NUś), respectively. Therefore, the total order of the
complexity for subcarrier allocation is O(2NUś(1 +NUp)).
Thus, the total computational complexity is on the order of
O(2NUś(1 +NUp)(Uś + 2)2). The complexity related to sub-
carrier allocation for the conventional scheme is O(NUś).
Thus, the total computational complexity is on the order of
O(NUś(Uś+NUp)

2). The computational complexity is shown
in Table II, with reference [47].

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS

Now, we evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme
using simulations. The channels of the subcarriers are i.i.d.
subject to Rayleigh fading. We assume equal noise power at
the relay, the destination, and the eavesdropper nodes, i.e.,
σ2
p = σ2

s = σ2
e . We also assess the performance of the proposed

schemes assuming imperfect CDI. We also determine the num-
ber of observation data required to reach a performance close
to that of perfect CDI. The nominal data can be generated using
exponential distribution, and for generating the outlier data, we
use Gaussian RV generation function with zero mean and unit
variance, i.e., N (0, 1). For generating a random variable that

TABLE III
SIMULATION SETUP

has no explicit formula for inverse CDF, we use the acceptance/
rejection method described in [24]. In our case, for both in-
terference and secondary channels, the actual density g(x) is
assumed exponential with rate 1. The simulation parameters are
listed in Table III.

A. Effect of the Number of Eavesdroppers on the Secrecy Rate
of Secondary and Primary Networks

Fig. 3(a) depicts the total secrecy rate of the PN versus the
number of PUs up, for different numbers of eavesdroppers E.
As shown, by increasing the number of PUs, the total secrecy
rate of the PN increases. It is shown in Fig. 3(a) that the total
secrecy rate of the PN when the eavesdroppers use MRC is less
than the case where MRC is not used. This is because, adopting
MRC, the eavesdroppers can gather more information from
legitimate users compared with the case when MRC is not used.

Fig. 3(b) depicts the total secrecy rate of the SN versus the
number of SUs us for different numbers of eavesdroppers E.
As shown, by increasing the number of SUs, the total secrecy
rate of the SN increases. Note that increasing the number
of eavesdroppers decreases the total secrecy rate since the
eavesdroppers benefit from the increased multiuser diversity.

B. Effect of the Maximum Transmit Power

Fig. 4(a) depicts the total secrecy rate of the SN as a function
of the maximum transmit power of the SUs. As shown, the
increase in the maximum transmit power of the SUs results
in an enhanced performance increasing in terms of the total
secrecy rate of the SN. Fig. 4(a) shows the efficiency of the
proposed resource-allocation algorithm. An exhaustive search
method is employed to locate the optimal resource allocations
for maximizing the total secrecy rate. From Fig. 4(a), we can
find that our proposed algorithm achieves a performance very
close to that of the exhaustive search method.

C. Effect of the Number of Secondary Users on the Secrecy
Rate of the Primary Network

In Fig. 4(b), the total secrecy rate of the SN is plotted as
functions of the total number of PUs Up for different values of
the minimum required secrecy rate of the PN, i.e., R̄SP

up
= 2, 4,

6, 8 bit/s/Hz, ∀up ∈ Up. This figure shows that increasing the
number of PUs decreases the total secrecy rate of the SN.
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Fig. 3. (a) Total secrecy rate of the PN versus total number of PUs Up, for
different numbers of eavesdroppers E, for the non-MRC and MRC schemes.
System parameters: N = 128, Us = 10, Pmax

P = 30 dBm, Pmax
us

= 15 dBm,
∀us ∈ Us, R̄SP

up
= 2 bit/s/Hz, ∀up ∈ Up. (b) Total secrecy rate of the SN

versus total number of SUs Us, for different numbers of eavesdroppers E,
for the proposed scheme. System parameters: N = 128, Up = 10, Pmax

P =

30 dBm, Pmax
us

= 15 dBm, ∀us ∈ Us, R̄SP
up

= 2 bit/s/Hz, ∀up ∈ Up.

D. Performance Comparison Between the Proposed Paradigm
and the Conventional Underlay Approach

In conventional cognitive radio, maximizing the total secrecy
rate of the SN is subject to the interference threshold con-
straint. Meanwhile, it is important to see whether using the new
constraint causes the total secondary secrecy rate to decrease
compared with the conventional case. To be able to make a
fair comparison, we consider the following framework. For
both scenarios, we assume that the CSI value corresponding
to any transmitter and receiver pair is equal for both cases.
The CSI values are picked up randomly from a normalized
Rayleigh distribution. For a given set of CSI values, we fix the
interference threshold and solve the conventional problem. We
then obtain the maximized secondary secrecy rate. For such a
setting, we also obtain the resulting primary secrecy rate. In
Fig. 5(a), we have reported the values of the resulting primary
secrecy rates versus the number of PUs for different values
of interference threshold, i.e., Γn

up
= Γ, ∀n ∈ N , ∀up ∈ Up.

Now, for different values of the primary secrecy rate reported

Fig. 4. (a) Total secrecy rate of the SN versus total number of SUs Us,
for different values of the maximum transmitted power at the SU, Pmax

us
=

Pmax
s ,∀us ∈ Us, for the proposed scheme. System parameters: N = 128,

Up = 10, E = 6, Pmax
P = 30 dBm, R̄SP

up
= 2 bit/s/Hz, ∀up ∈ Up. (b) Total

secrecy rate of the SN versus total number of PUs Up, for different values of
the minimum required secrecy rate of the PN, i.e., R̄SP

up
,∀up ∈ Up for the

proposed scheme. System parameters: N = 128, Us = 10, E = 4, Pmax
P =

30 dBm, Pmax
us

= 15 dBm, ∀us ∈ Us.

in Fig. 5(b), we solve the proposed problem and obtain the
corresponding secondary secrecy rate. We define η as the ratio
of the secondary secrecy rate of the proposed scheme to that
of the conventional scheme. In Fig. 5(b), we have plotted η
versus the number of SUs. As shown in Fig. 5(b), the value
of η is always greater than or equal to 1, implying that the
new constraint always provides a superior secondary secrecy
rate. In other words, we have been able to maintain the secrecy
rate of the PU, and yet, such a benefit has come at no cost to
the secondary secrecy rate. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 5(a),
increasing the amount of tolerable interference threshold may
cause the secrecy rate of the PU to decrease significantly. In
such cases, changing the interference threshold constraint to
the one that we proposed can guarantee a desired primary
secrecy rate while providing a secondary secrecy rate equal
or better than the conventional case. This is the benefit of
considering both the PN and the SN simultaneously in a unified
framework.
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Fig. 5. (a) Total secrecy rate of the PN versus total number of PUs Up, for
different values of interference threshold, Γn

up
= Γ, ∀n ∈ N , up ∈ Up, for

the conventional scheme. System parameters: N = 128, Us = 10, E = 6,
Pmax
P = 30 dBm, Pmax

us
= 15 dBm, ∀us ∈ Us, R̄SP

up
= 2 bit/s/Hz, ∀up ∈

Up. (b) Comparison of the total secrecy rate of the SN of the proposed paradigm
and the conventional underlay approach versus the total number of SUs Us,
for different values of interference threshold, Γn

up
= Γ,∀n ∈ N , up ∈ Up.

System parameters: N = 128, Up = 10, E = 6, Pmax
P = 30 dBm, Pmax

us
=

15 dBm, ∀us ∈ Us, R̄SP
up

= 2 bit/s/Hz, ∀up ∈ Up.

E. Evaluation of the Impact of the Number of Nominal and
Noisy Data on the Performance

We define |ΔRS | as the absolute value of the difference
between the total secrecy rate of the SN obtained based on the
perfect and estimated CDI. The number of nominal data, i.e.,
Ln
us

, is set to 200 for all cases.
1) Impact of the Number of Outlier Data: Fig. 6(a) shows

|ΔRS | versus the total number of SUs for different num-
bers of outlier data, i.e., Ωn

us
= Ω, ∀us, ∀n, where Ln

us
=

200, ∀us, ∀n. As shown in the figure, the value of |ΔRS |
is close to zero for the RKDE method with Ωn

us
= Ω = 10,

∀us, ∀n. As Ω increases, |ΔRS | increases, implying the diver-
gence from the actual pdf. It is also observed that the value
of |ΔRS | for KDE is far away from zero and the performance
degrades faster compared with that of RKDE as Ω increases.

2) Impact of the Number of Nominal Data: Fig. 6(b) shows
the difference between the total secrecy rate of the SN obtained
based on perfect and estimated CDI, i.e., |ΔRS |, as a function
of the total number of SUs for different numbers of nominal
data for cognitive networks, respectively. In Fig. 6(b), Ωn

us
=

Ω = 20, ∀us, ∀n, and Ln
us

= L, ∀us, ∀n. As shown in the
figure, for L = 10, both the KDE and RKDE methods perform

Fig. 6. (a) Difference between the total secrecy rate of the SUs based on
the perfect and estimated CDI, |ΔRS | versus the total number of SUs Us

for parametric and nonparametric (KDE, RKDE) estimation methods, and dif-
ferent numbers of outlier data, Ωn

us
= Ω,∀us ∈ Us, n ∈ N . System param-

eters: N = 128, Up = 10, E = 6, Pmax
P = 30 dBm, Pmax

us
= 15 dBm,

∀us ∈ Us, R̄SP
up

= 2 bit/s/Hz, ∀up ∈ Up, Ln
us

= 200, ∀us ∈ Us, n ∈ N .
(b) Difference between the total secrecy rate of the SU based on the perfect
and estimated CDI, |ΔRS | in OCN versus the total number of SUs, Us, for
parametric and nonparametric (KDE, RKDE) estimation methods, and different
numbers of nominal data, Ln

us
= L, ∀us ∈ Us, n ∈ N . System parameters:

N = 128, Up = 10, E = 6, Pmax
P = 30 dBm, Pmax

us
= 15 dBm, ∀us ∈ Us,

R̄SP
up

= 2 bit/s/Hz, ∀up ∈ Up , Ωn
us

= 20, ∀us ∈ Us, n ∈ N .

very poorly. As L increases, the performance of both methods
improves, and for L = 200, the total secrecy obtained based on
RKDE is very close to that of perfect CDI for the conventional
network. There is a gap between the aforementioned total
secrecy rate for the same reason as indicated in the previous
subsection. To reduce this gap, we have to increase L.

3) Effect of Priority Coefficient on Fairness: Here, we study
the impact of �us

on the performance of the proposed scheme.
We consider the case where two SUs exist in the network with
�1 = 1 −�2. Fig. 7(a) demonstrates that, when �1 = 1, user
1 has a higher priority and user 2 cannot obtain any secrecy rate
and vice versa. For �1 = 0.5, both users have the same priority.
By adjusting �1 = 1 −�2, the priority and fairness between
these users change.

4) Comparison of the Performance of the Proposed
Schemes: In Fig. 7(b), we compare the performance of the
proposed (optimal) solution with the schemes in Section VI. We
observe that the optimal proposed solution gives a significantly
higher total secrecy rate (better performance) than that of the
other schemes. In addition, it can be also seen that increasing
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Fig. 7. (a) Secrecy rate for SU 2 versus secrecy rate for SU 1, for different
values of maximum transmitted power at the SU, Pmax

us
= Pmax

s ,∀us ∈ Us,
for the proposed scheme. System parameters: N = 128, Up = 10, E = 6,
Pmax
P = 30 dBm, R̄SP

up
= 2 bit/s/Hz, ∀up ∈ Up. (b) Comparison of the total

secrecy rate of the SN for different allocation schemes, namely, Optimal
Solution, EPA, and GSA, for different values of maximum transmitted power
of SUs, Pmax

us
= Pmax

s , ∀us ∈ Us. System parameters: N = 128, Up = 10,
E = 6, Pmax

P = 30 dBm, R̄SP
up

= 2 bit/s/Hz, ∀up ∈ Up.

the total transmit power will increase the total secrecy rate.
However, the EPA and GSA schemes always have a worse
performance than the optimal proposed solution.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed two cooperative communica-
tion schemes (MRC and non-MRC) for secure communication
in CRNs where a set of eavesdroppers listen to the information
transmission by the PBS and the SUs. In our model, SUs gain
access to the network resources as a reward for cooperating to
the PN as DF relays to improve the secrecy rate of the PN.
We consider a more practical case where the CSI of the eaves-
droppers is not available. We formulated our proposed scheme
as an optimization problem, solved it using the dual Lagrange
approach, and showed that the duality gap tends to zero as the
number of subcarriers tends to infinity. We further studied the
effect of imperfect CDI on the performance of our proposed
scheme using parametric and nonparametric approaches. Using
simulations, we studied the efficiency of our proposed scheme
in various situations, which showed that the performance of the
proposed scheme is better than that of the conventional scheme.

As a future work, we will extend our experimental study to
multiple-input–multiple-output technology.
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